SENIOR ENROLMENT AGREEMENT

On seeking admission to Years 11 and 12 at James Sheahan Catholic High School,

I, ________________________________________ undertake to:

(Name in block letters)

• participate fully and respectfully in the school's Religious Education program and faith life experiences
• participate in the Year 11 Retreat (end of Term 2 - June) and not take holidays during any formal exam period (Illness/Misadventure WILL NOT be granted for family holidays in school time.)
• make my own positive contribution to the whole JSCHS community and wider community through my participation in, and completion of, the Community Service Initiative up to and including Step 3
• allow learning to happen - both for others and myself, including regular, punctual attendance
• accept responsibility for my own work and study and for the submission on time of assessment tasks, projects, assignments and required course work
• act politely and in a cooperative way whilst at school and while travelling to and from school, knowing that respectful relationships with other people constitute a most important part of my own growth and development
• wear my uniform properly at all times and with pride and comply with all rules on uniform, hair, jewellery and makeup
• show respect to everyone and not instigate or participate in any form of bullying of other students or act in a way that ignores the rights and wellbeing of others in the James Sheahan community, including the use of social networking sites or electronic communication to embarrass, humiliate or denigrate other students or members of staff
• show respect for the school's name and not participate in any activities that bring disrepute upon the school or damage the school's image or reputation in the wider community
• show respect for the school's property and not wilfully damage any school material or property or participate in activities likely to do so, accepting financial responsibility for the repair or replacement of damaged school property
• accept the school's policies and discipline rules and structures as being necessary to its function and organisation, in addition to my own growth and self discipline
• accept the consequences given by JSCHS for breaches of the Senior Enrolment Agreement, including out-of-school reflection time, as determined by the school and recognising that this may require the rearrangement or cancellation of work, social, cultural and sporting commitments
• utilise my gifts and talents by participating in co-curricular activities
• realise that as a senior student I have the responsibility of providing a good example to the junior students at all times
• be a responsible driver and agree to all of the requirements specified in the Student Driver's Policy. I recognise I must agree to and sign the Student Driver Agreement once I have my Provisional Licence and start driving to and from school.

We accept the above Senior Enrolment Agreement and understand that not honouring any of the above conditions could jeopardise enrolment as determined by the Principal.

Student Signature:  ____________________________________________________

Parent/Carer Signature/s:  __________________________  _________________________

Interviewer's Signature:  ____________________________________________________

Date:  ____________________________________________________

School Issued Personal Email Addresses:

I/We agree to my child having a school issued personal email address and understand and acknowledge that it may require some personal data to be stored offshore.

Parent/Carer Signature/s:  __________________________  _________________________